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ROEHAMPTON STUDENTS’ UNION 

STUDENTS’ UNION COUNCIL 

 

The 5th Students’ Union Council Meeting (SUC) of the 2019/20 Academic Year 

Tuesday 13th February 2020, 5 pm 

Cedar 105, Froebel College 
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• Page 2 Agenda  
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• Page 6-25 Full Minutes of the Meeting  

Attachments: 

 

• Page 26 Guidelines for SUC  

• Page 27 Agenda Item Form: Postgraduate Funding Proposal  

• Page 28 Agenda Item Form: Free Cash Machine in Froebel 

Diner 

• Page 29 Agenda Item Form: Mental Health Training 

• Page 30 Agenda Item Form: Elior Engagement 

• Page 31 Agenda Item Form: Senate Budget 

• Page 32 Agenda Item Form: RSU President Budget 

• Pages 33-39 Officer Updates  
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A G E N D A  
 

Welcomes & Apologies 

1. Welcome to the 5th 2019/2020 meeting of SUC 

2. Apologies for absence 

3. Minutes from the last meeting 

4. Matters Arising from the last meeting 

5. Notification of any other business 

  

Items for Information1 

  

Items for Discussion 

6. Postgraduate Funding Proposal [Nicolo Sodaro – Postgraduate Students’ 

Officer] 

7. Free Cash Machine in Froebel Diner [Nicolo Sodaro – Postgraduate 

Students’ Officer] 

8. Mental Health Training [Stephanie Rosenje – Female Interfaith Officer] 

9. Elior Engagement [Fabian Jasonson – Froebel College Deputy President] 

10. Student Senate Budget [Dan O’Donoghue – RSU President] 

11. RSU President Budget [Dan O’Donoghue – RSU President] 

12. UCU Strikes [Chair of SUC, Sabbatical Officers, Part-Time Officers] 

 

Any Other Business 

 

 

 

Next SUC Meeting: Tuesday 24th March, QB.141, 

Southlands College 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Please note that, due to the high number of Items for Discussions to be addressed in this 

meeting, the Items for Information (SUC Guidelines and Officers’ Updates) will be taken as 

read. Officers with any outstanding updates are invited to signal them to the Chair to be 

included in AoB. 
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A T T E N D A N C E 

 

CHAIR: Greta Zaltieri 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

George Walker (Vice President 

Community & Welfare) 

Dan O’Donoghue (RSU President) 

Jacob Afedi (Male Interfaith Officer) 

Farrah Black (Gender Equality Officer) 

Jude Stellato (Trans Students’ Officer) 

Fabian Jasonson (Froebel College 

Deputy President) 

Sierra Kamara (BAME Students’ 

Officer) 

Ethan Thubron (Male Sport President) 

Danielle Chegwidden (Female Sport 

President) 

Tia Forbes (Digby Stuart College 

President) 

Laoise Holohan (Environment and 

Sustainability Officer) 

Nicolo Sodaro (Postgraduate Students’ 

Officer) 

Minaal Ali (Southlands College 

President) 

Katie Nguyen (Whitelands College 

President) 

Stephanie Rosenje (Female Interfaith 

Officer) 

Sophie Harris (Mature Students’ 

Officer)  

Sierra Kamara (BAME Students’ 

Officer) 

Annabel Black (LGBTQ+ Officer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINUTING SECRETARY: Kate Griffiths 

IN ATTENDANCE: Johanna Korhonen – 

Student Voice Coordinator 

 

APOLOGIES: 

Jake White (Mount Clare Site Rep) 

Dre Mbese (Froebel College President) 

Shez Khan (Southlands College Deputy 

President) 

Josh Sadler (Students’ with Disabilities 

Officer) 

Jude Stellato (Trans Students’ Officer) 

Luke Coffey (International Students’ 

Officer) 

Levi Mbiya (VP Education) 

Ellie Hall (Digby Stuart Deputy 

President) 

 

ABSENCES:  

Harry Newark (Students with Caring 

Responsibilities Officer) 
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S U M M A R Y  O F   T H E  M I N U T E S 

 

 

Items for Discussion 
  

 

Item 6: Postgraduate 

Funding Proposal 

 

The Postgraduate Officer raised the need for a 

scheme to assist current and future postgraduate 

students with their on-campus living costs. Issues 

were raised by other officers about the lack of 

support that this would mean for off-campus 

students. The Sabbatical Officers are unsure that, 

Roehampton being a relatively small institution, 

this initiative could be successful.  

 

ACTION: VP Community & Wellbeing to have a 

conversation with the University regarding this 

matter.  

 

Item 7: Free Cash 

Machine in Froebel 

Diner  

 

The Postgraduate Officer pointed out that two 

years ago the cash machine in the canteen was 

free, now students have to pay 99p every time 

they want to withdraw money. Sabbatical Officers 

think the situation is unlikely to change because of 

the contractual obligations between the university 

and the bank; however, the advertisement of it as 

a ‘Free Cash Machine’ can be raised.  

ACTION: RSU President to send an email to Elior 

regarding the cash machine.  
 

Item 8: Mental 

Health Training  

 

The Interfaith Officer raised a perceived lack of 

security staff and wardens’ mental health 

awareness. Though recognising the hard work of 

security staff, which are often short-staffed and 

stretched with time, all officers agreed it would be 

extremely beneficial for all university staff to be 

trained in Mental Health First Aid and to follow up 

after incidents.   
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ACTION: VP Community & Welfare to have a 

conversation with the University about MHFA.   

 

Item 9: Elior 

Engagement 

The students feel as though the managerial level 

of staff are not fostering relationships and there is 

a lack of interest in starting events for students. 

Additionally, the bar staff signed a deal to up their 

wage, but as a result the management cut the 

working hours for student staff. Due to the 

absence of an Elior representative, the board felt 

it was best to invite one to a following SUC and 

get both perspectives.  

ACTION: VP Community & Welfare to arrange a 

meeting with Elior staff and students affected to 

discuss options going forward. 

 

Item 10 and 11:  

Student Senate 

Budget & RSU 

President’s Budget 

The RSU President asked the officers to gather 

students’ perspective on how to spend £50,000 of 

Student Senate Budget, and £3,300 left in the 

President’s budget. Regarding the latter, there is 

already the proposal of a student hub around the 

SU in the courtyard and the Union bar. We are 

also asking Elior to contribute £3,000. 

ACTION: Council members to send ideas through 

for the Student Senate budget and RSU President 

to update on a response from Elior. 

 

Item 12: UCU Strikes Upcoming UCU Strikes: Roehampton is involved in 

the dispute regarding gender pay gaps, equality, 

workloads and casualisation. Though the council 

voted to support the strikes during SUC II, the 

officers think that this time the impact on students 

will be too severe and therefore voted in favour of 

the RSU not supporting them. 

ACTION: All officers to think about and send 

through suggestions on how to support students 

during the strikes.  
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 F U L L  M I N U T E S  O F   T H E  M E E T I N G 

 • Welcome 

• Confirmation of Quoracy 

• Request for Any Other Business 

• Minutes from the Previous Meeting 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Welcome, Attendance & Apologies: 

 

Welcome to the fifth SUC meeting of the academic year 2019/20.  

We are here to hold the monthly Students’ Union Council meeting. 

The purpose of this meeting is to discuss Officer updates and 

Students’ Union matters, and today we have a range of items for 

information and discussion, including a number of items brought 

forward by SUC members. This meeting has been moved up from 

the original schedule to fall in line with the upcoming UCU strikes. 

 

Apologies:  

Levi Mbiya – VP Education 

Ellie Hall – Digby Stuart Deputy President 

Dre Mbwese – Froebel College President 

Jude Stellato – Trans Students’ Officer 

Josh Sadler – Students with Disabilities Officer 

Luke Coffey – International Students Officer 

Shez Khan – Southlands Deputy President 

 

Absences:  

Harry Newark - Students with Caring Responsibilities Officer 

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Quoracy:  

We need over half of the members to be in attendance to make 

any decisions or vote, this is 13 PTOs with the current membership of 

27 elected Part Time Officers. We have 18 Part Time Officers in 

attendance, meaning we are quorate for voting. 

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Minutes of the previous meeting  

We have circulated the minutes from the previous meeting and 

have not received any corrections.  
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SUC Members did not have any further corrections to the minutes.  

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Matters Arising from the previous meeting  

The matters arising can be seen in the attached table.  

 

 M A T T E R S  A R I S I N G  

Agenda Item 

14:  

 

“Breaking 

Taboos” 

Campaign 

 

Update: Dan O’Donoghue is waiting until after the elections to run 

this campaign so as not to distract from this democratic process. 

 

IN PROCESS 

Agenda Item 

15:  

 

Lobby for 

Climate 

Change 

Emergency  

Update: The University is in the process of forming new enabling 

strategies and one of these is the sustainability strategy. Dan 

O’Donoghue is having conversations with the University and the 

Amnesty International Society about this. Currently they are 

reluctant to declare a climate emergency as they want to have an 

established plan and strategy to deliver this, but with support we 

can challenge them on this. 

IN PROCESS 

 

Agenda Item 17 

(AOB):  

 

On Campus 

Sports Facilities 

 

Update: George Walker, Levi Mbiya and Sport Presidents have had 

a conversation with Sport Roehampton to explore options for sport 

facilities. 

David Lloyd and another company have expressed interest in 

buying the sports facility so it depends who we prefer. A decision 

will be made in April/May. 

 

IN PROCESS 

 

Agenda Item 8:  

 

Gender Gap in 

Security Staff 

 

Update: There is now a Mental Health First Aider in post and training 

will be open to all staff in the next couple of weeks. This course is 

normally £300 but will be free to staff and students. 

Security are aware of the male dominated field and will push for 

more female recruitment in the future. 
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IN PROCESS 

 

Agenda Item 9: 

Registering 

Preferred name 

for Trans 

Students 

 

Update: We will continue to provide ongoing updates with this 

agenda item. 

IN PROCESS 

Agenda Item 

10: 

Reward of RSU 

Event Tickets for 

Flat Reps 

 

Update: George Walker is meeting with the CLDO’s next week so a 

report will be given during the next SUC meeting. 

IN PROCESS 

Agenda Item 

13: 

Part-Time 

Officers Well 

Being 

Update: Johanna Korhonen would like to receive feedback from 

SUC members on how to most effectively inform students about the 

fact that Part Time officers are in their role part time and what their 

role entails.  

Based on feedback, Elections workshops have been arranged and 

there is more focus on wellbeing throughout the elections process. 

IN PROCESS 

 

 

 • Reminder of the SUC Guidelines 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Attached 

SUC Guidelines: 

Please remember to follow these ground rules for the Students’ 

Union Council meetings. To emphasise, if members are seen using 

their phone, we will politely ask them to put it away.  
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 I T E M S  F O R  I N F O R M A T I O N 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

 

 

Please note that due to a high number of items for discussion during 

this meeting, the following Items for Information are taken as read. 

 

• Sabbatical Officer Updates 

• Part Time Officer Updates  

 

 
           I T E M S  F O R  D I S C U S S I O N 

Agenda Item 9: Elior Engagement  

 

Fabian 

Jasonson 

(Froebel 

College 

Deputy 

President) 

presented: 

 

 

Feels as though the managerial level of staff are not fostering 

relationships and there is a lack of interest in starting events for 

students. A better feedback system is needed as the feedback cards 

they currently have are not advertised properly and not used. There 

also needs to be an updated look to the bar as its current look 

makes students feel tired and uninspired. As far as the bar staff can 

tell, the eco-friendly cups are not being sent to the compost as they 

should be. 

 

George 

Walker (VP 

Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

Will send over a document regarding the composting of the eco-

cups. They have specific way of decomposing, which does not 

mean they need to be put into compost bins. 

 

 Discussion: 

 

Fabian 

Jasonson 

(Froebel 

College 

Deputy 

President) 

noted: 

 

Another issue we would like to raise is that the bar staff signed a deal 

to up their wage, but as a result the management cut the working 

hours for student staff. 150 hours were cut from the rota and full-time 

members of staff were brought in in place of student staff. Student 

staff made the bar a friendly place and students would want to 
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come spend time there. The staffing change has had an impact on 

this. 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU 

President) 

noted: 

 

I suspect that where the bar management is coming from, is that if 

you can justify putting student staff up to 3 hours per week then you 

need to make sure you can bring the money in. 

Nicolo Sodaro  

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

 

We have a small budget from Elior to put on any events we want to 

host in the bar and feels like the staff’s hard work is going unnoticed 

and unappreciated. 

 

Ben McInnes 

(Student) 

noted: 

 

We ran an Instagram competition where the prize was a £25 bar tab. 

This was agreed by the Manager, then was suddenly pulled by the 

head of catering at the last minute. 

Ethan Thubron 

(Male Sports 

President) 

noted: 

There has been a gradual decline. You used to see students you 

knew behind the bar but now it is mainly staffed by full time 

members. Students do not want to see unfamiliar faces when they 

go to the bar and as a result the takings are low. The friendliness is 

taken away and the members of staff employed are not 

encouraging to ideas. 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU 

President) 

noted: 

We can address the money side of this debate, but we need to see 

a business case in order to increase the shifts for part time members 

of staff. 

Ben McInnes 

(Student) 

noted: 

I think they are not seeing revenue due to a lack of care. If they put 

more effort in, they would get more out. 

George 

Walker 

(VP 

Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

There is not an Elior representative here, so in order to have a fair 

discussion, we need to invite a representative to a follow up SUC 

meeting. 
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Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

Managed to bring in £4,700 for the Bar in three separate events (not 

including Bop and the Quiz on Sunday). This is revenue I think they do 

not realise they would not be able to survive without. 

Tia Forbes 

(Digby Stuart 

College 

President) 

noted: 

There is a decline in drinking culture and with the SU’s stance on 

pulling away from promoting drinking, where do we draw the line 

with promoting events at the bar? 

George 

Walker 

(VP 

Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

We will invite students directly affected by this to a following SUC and 

get their perspective and get perspective from Elior. 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Tia, if you would like to raise your point as a separate discussion, 

please submit an agenda item for next SUC if you feel this point is 

worth discussing further. 

 

ACTIONS: 

 

Accountable: 

GEORGE 

WALKER 

 

• George Walker to arrange a meeting with Elior staff and 

student affected to discuss options going forward. 

 

IN PROCESS 

 

  

Agenda Item  

7: 

Free Cash Machine in Froebel Diner 

 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

presented: 

Two years ago the cash machine in the canteen was free, now 

students have to pay 99p every time they want to withdraw money. 
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Laoise 

Holohan 

(Environment 

and 

Sustainability 

Officer) 

noted: 

The cash machine at Santander frequently runs out of money so 

more often than not, the cash machine in Froebel canteen is the 

only way for students to get money on campus. 

 

Farrah Black 

(Gender 

Equality 

Officer 

noted: 

Having worked at events, it is often a frustration for students that if 

they want to use the cloakroom, they have to get money from this 

cash point in order to pay the £1 cloakroom fee. 

 

George 

Walker (VP 

Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

Elior might be contractually obliged to operate with this particular 

cashpoint company. 

 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

It is currently being falsely advertised as a “Free Cash Machine” so 

this needs to be rectified immediately. 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue  

(RSU 

President) 

noted: 

There is an answer to the question of why they have to operate with 

this particular company and it is because we are contractually 

obliged to. 

 

 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

The same company are responsible for the cashpoint at Whitelands, 

and this does not charge. 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU 

President) 

noted: 

It is due to footfall in the areas where the cash points are placed. 

Those places that are deemed to have a higher footfall will charge 

for cash withdrawals.  
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Ethan Thubron 

(Male Sports 

President) 

noted: 

Could there be an option of offering cash back behind the bar? 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU 

President) 

noted: 

Unfortunately, this is not an option as the Union relies on having a 

certain amount of cash behind the bar to operate; much like a 

cashpoint. 

 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

If Dan could take the lead on sending an email to Elior regarding this 

that would be ideal moving forward. 

 

ACTIONS: 

 

Accountable: 

DAN 

O’DONIGHUE 

 

• Dan to send an email to Elior regarding the cash machine 

charging students to withdraw money 

 

IN PROCESS 

 

 

Agenda Item 6: Postgraduate Funding Proposal 

 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

presented: 

 

Alumni get a 20% fee discount if they choose to do their 

postgraduate degrees at Roehampton but there is no 

accommodation support. It is hard to fund both when they come to 

around £925 per month. Hoping to get the support of SUC to ask for 

the possibility of helping Postgraduate students with financial 

assistance. 

 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

What about those students that do not live on campus? It would 

end up being the majority helping the minority so how can you 

justify it? 
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Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

 

Chose to live on campus because he enjoys campus life – if there 

was a scheme that subsidised some of the cost of accommodation 

for Postgraduates, then this could encourage more to stay on site. 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

noted: 

If we were a larger institution then we could potentially facilitate this, 

however, as a minority group this would be harder to do for us. We 

will always ask, but Dan believes this is not something that could be 

achievable.  

Laoise Holohan 

(Environment 

and 

Sustainability 

Officer) 

noted: 

There are currently empty beds around campus – can we promote 

these for a discount? 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

The beds on campus are almost completely full and if there are 

empty beds then it is due to circumstance and not because the 

University are struggling to fill them. We need to manage 

expectations around this. 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

 

Thank you for submitting and we will close this agenda item by 

stating that George is to have a conversation with the University 

surrounding this. 

ACTIONS: 

 

Accountable: 

GEORGE 

WALKER 

 

 

• George to have a conversation with the University  

IN PROCESS 

 

  

Agenda Item 8: Mental Health Training 
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Stephanie 

Rosenje 

(Female 

Interfaith 

Officer) 

presented: 

 

Recently had a flat mate who experienced a break down and 

when security arrived to the scene they did not know what to do to 

assist. The Warden on call was also not much help. These are 

vulnerable students and there was no welfare check or follow up 

from this incident. What can students expect from the Mental Health 

First Aid training? 

 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

The first thing to do is refer to the complaints procedure if you’re not 

happy with how certain things were handled.  

We are also lobbying for the University security staff to attend the 

Mental Health First Aid training and this will give them strategies in 

order to deal with incidents like the one mentioned. The idea is to 

get all of the security staff and wardens MHFA trained and we will 

mitigate the risk from that point on. 

 

Stephanie 

Rosenje 

(Female 

Interfaith 

Officer) 

noted: 

 

Security also take far too long to arrive and there was still no follow 

up to the situation. 

Minaal Ali 

(Southlands 

College 

President) 

noted: 

There are hundreds of students on campus so you have to 

understand that they are stretched. It is the job of the College 

Wardens and the Wellbeing team to follow up on these situations 

and if it is within working hours, they can also be alerted too. 

 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

If the situation is ever serious then you need to call an ambulance 

first and foremost. 

Farrah Black 

(Gender 

Equality Officer) 

noted: 

By-Standers are trained to have an incident report check-up, but 

not sure if College Wardens are instructed to do the same. 
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George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

There should be a follow up procedure and if this did not happen, 

you can log a formal complaint to the head of Wellbeing and it will 

be looked into. 

Ethan Thubron 

(Male Sports 

President) 

noted: 

The University does do things for Mental Health related issues, but 

they do not scream about the services they offer, which maybe 

they should do. The Roe Wellbeing app tracks students and flags 

concerns if anything out of the ordinary is logged. 

 

Tia Forbes 

(Digby Stuart 

College 

President) 

noted: 

Agree with the MHFA training for security staff. If you are the first 

responder though, it is best to try and calm the situation down while 

waiting for an ambulance. 

Sierra Kamara 

(BAME Officer) 

noted: 

 

There are signposts in each kitchen on campus of the services we 

offer and who to go to in certain situations. We are aware that 

security are understaffed. The Mental Health First Aid training should 

be mandatory if you are in a pastoral care role, plus at least one 

member of security should be trained in MHFA. 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

 

Is the MHFA training mandatory for security? 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

There is no expense to students and staff for this training as it is 

completely free. Conversations could be had with Adrian in order to 

make it mandatory for security staff should the students want this. 

Farrah Black 

(Gender 

Equality Officer) 

noted: 

Sometimes you are waiting hours for an ambulance especially on a 

Friday or Saturday night. There should be a guide on what you can 

do while you wait for the ambulance. 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

We need to be careful of what is put on the list but agree with the 

concept of this. 
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ACTIONS: 

 

Accountable: 

GEORGE 

WALKER 

 

• George to have a conversation with the University  

IN PROCESS 

 

  

Agenda Item 12: UCU Strikes 

 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

presented: 

 

 

During the first term, the UCU, University and College Union, has 

voted to go on a strike that lasted 8 working days. During SUC II, we 

have had a discussion regarding the strikes and the majority of the 

council voted in favour of the RSU supporting them. This decision has 

been followed by the release of an official statement expressing the 

Union’s solidarity to the protest. Since the requests have not been 

met and the UCU does not think that the current actions short of a 

strike are being successful, we find ourselves in the same position: 

we have to decide whether or not the RSU wants to express their 

formal support to the industrial action. The reasons for the strikes are 

the same: Roehampton is involved in the dispute regarding gender 

pay gaps, equality, workloads and casualisation; however, the 

number of days and, as a consequence, the effect on students, is 

going to be very different because the protests will take place on 

fourteen working days over a span of four weeks, starting on 

Thursday 20th February and finishing on Friday 13th March. I will start 

by asking the Sabbs if they have anything to add or any news the 

council should be informed of, then I will open the discussion to the 

board and take all the comments.  

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

We know that these strikes will massively affect students. 

 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

Personally, does not want to support the strikes and his position 

remains absolute from the first term too. The majority of students will 

be disrupted as a result and he cannot justify supporting something 
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noted: 

 

that is not in the best interests of the students. 

 

Fabian 

Jasonson 

(Froebel Deputy 

College 

President) 

noted: 

Backed the strike last time SUC voted on it but now it is far too 

disruptive and hundreds of pounds are going to be lost in teaching 

time. 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

If we vote not to support the strikes, do they still go ahead? 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

noted: 

Yes, they will go ahead, but we can actively state that we are not 

supporting them.  

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

We cannot do anything to prevent them but we can have our say. 

Sophie Harris 

(Mature 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

Students in her department have little or no information surrounding 

these strikes and how it will affect them. While we support the 

reasons why the lecturers are striking, we do not agree with the level 

of disruption that it will cause to students. 

Greta Zaltieri 

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

 

Try not to think of your personal circumstances when voted on this 

agenda item; think of the students you have been voted in to 

represent. 

Minaal Ali 

(Southlands 

College 

President) 

noted: 

Gets the sense on Southlands that continuing students are just as 

worried as third years. Dissertation tutors are on strike and we cannot 

support this. 
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Danielle 

Chegwidden 

(Female Sports 

President) 

noted: 

Can we produce a “Dummies Guide to the Strikes” just to give 

people more information on the processes? 

Farrah Black 

(Gender 

Equality Officer) 

noted: 

Fully supported the strikes last time but the timing of these strikes is 

now grossly affecting students. If we vote to not support these strikes 

then we should outline the reasons why to give students 

transparency.  

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

We assume we will release a statement detailing the outcome of 

the vote but we need to speak to management and our Trustee 

Board before anything is formalised. 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

noted: 

The strikes will go ahead anyway, but think it sends an important 

message to the students if we vote to not support them. 

Sophie Harris 

(Mature 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

Various departments are affected differently. Some students find 

comfort in knowing their lecturers are there, so suddenly to not have 

this line of communication and support could be detrimental to 

students’ wellbeing. 

 

 

 

Council Members voted on whether to support the UCU strikes 

0 council members voted in favour of supporting the strikes 

12 council members voted against supporting the strikes 

3 council members abstained from voting 

The Students’ Union Council has voted unanimously in favour of not 

supporting the upcoming UCU strikes. 
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Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

We will ask officers to email suggestions or comments as to what 

they think the RSU should be doing to aid the students during this 

time.  

 

Sierra Kamara  

(BAME Officer) 

noted: 

Will there be any form of reimbursement? Surely, we should not be 

paying for things we are not getting. 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue  

(RSU President) 

noted: 

The RSU put on some activities during the last strikes, such as free 

hot chocolate and drop-in sessions to support students. As these 

strikes are more significant, the University has given us funds in order 

to provide assistance to students during this time. You can also put 

in a complaint to the University as the more people who do this, the 

more the University will have to listen. 

 

Sophie Harris 

(Mature 

students’ 

Officer)  

noted: 

This does not help third years who are missing out on dissertation 

supervision and contact time. 

 

Fabian 

Jasonson 

(Froebel Deputy 

College 

President) 

noted: 

Most student are off campus and it is both expensive and time-

consuming to travel to University to find that your classes are not 

on. 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue  

(RSU President) 

noted: 

 

The University have appealed to lecturers to let their students know 

if they are striking or not. The purpose of these strikes is to cause as 

much disruption as possible so those striking are listened to. 

 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

Could we create a stand for each department detailing future 

jobs/careers options to keep students on track in the meantime? 
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Danielle 

Chegwidden 

(Female Sports 

President) 

noted: 

Could we promote the sports that are going on on campus during 

this time? 

Annabel Black  

(LGBTQ+ 

Officer) 

noted: 

 

Are we able to put on more puppy rooms? 

Katie Nguyen  

(Whitelands 

College 

President) 

noted: 

 

We realise puppy rooms might not be ethical but students love 

them. 

Dan 

O’Donoghue  

(RSU President) 

noted: 

 

Any company that we use have high animal welfare but we almost 

always get complaints from other students when we put on 

anything involving animals. It is almost not worth the time to put on 

the activity because we have to deal with the aftermath. 

Sophie Harris 

(Mature 

students’ 

Officer)  

noted: 

We should stress that the companies are ethical and have high 

welfare. We should also emphasise the help students have 

available to them and be mindful of the mental health side of it 

too. 

Ethan Thubron 

(Male Sports 

President) 

noted: 

Can we lobby for the library to extend their opening hours during 

this week? 

George Walker 

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

We can certainly ask for this. 
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Farrah Black 

(Gender 

Equality Officer) 

noted: 

Could we ask departmental Programme Reps to book out rooms so 

students have a place to come together and help each other? 

Johanna 

Korhonen 

(Student Voice 

Coordinator) 

noted: 

Bookings can be made through Johanna, however, it is hard to do 

if the room is already booked for a class. However we can 

definitely book some study spaces. 

  

Agenda Item 10: Student Senate Budget 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

presented: 

 

We have £50,000 from the University to spend so Dan is asking 

Council members to ask student what they would like to see 

happen with the money. A list will be complied next month 

surrounding this. Think about how this will benefit future students and 

unfortunately no matter how hard we push for it, a swimming pool is 

impossible to facilitate! 

 

 

Agenda Item 11: RSU President Budget 

 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

presented: 

 

There is currently £3,300 left in the budget and Dan is keen to get the 

officers thoughts on what this should be spent on. There is already 

the proposal of a student hub around the SU in the courtyard and 

the Union bar. The University have also pledged £7,000 to aid this 

and we are asking Elior to contribute £3,000 but this has not been 

agreed yet. 

 

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

Will some of your Sabbatical Officer budget be going on the 

“Breaking Taboos” campaign? 
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Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

noted: 

 

We now have an in-house department for filming, which would 

have been the cost, so the RSU President’s budget will not be used 

for this. 

Nicolo Sodaro 

(Postgraduate 

Students’ 

Officer) 

noted: 

Is there scope to refurbish the inside of the Union Bar too? 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

noted: 

 

There is, if we keep in mind an environmentally friendly and 

sustainable way to do it. 

Laoise Holohan 

(Environment 

and 

Sustainability 

Officer) 

noted: 

Is there a way to revamp Monte Hall? 

Dan 

O’Donoghue 

(RSU President) 

noted: 

Unfortunately we cannot touch Monte Hall, but we are open to 

ideas to make the surroundings more appealing. 

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair) 

noted: 

To summarize, the Student Senate budget is open for suggestions 

and by the next meeting Dan will update on the outcome of the 

Elior meeting where suggestions for renovation will be discussed. 

 

 

ACTIONS: 

Council members to send ideas through for the Student Senate 

budget and Dan to update on a response from Elior. 
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IN PROCESS 

 

 

                   A. O. B 

 

George Walker  

(VP Community 

and Welfare) 

noted: 

For the attention of all third years, the National Student Survey is 

now live, so we encourage all Council Members to alert third year 

students to this. 

If you are yet to receive your £5 amazon voucher for completing 

the survey then email communications@roehampton.ac.uk with 

proof that you have completed the survey. 

 

Katie Nguyen  

(Whitelands 

College 

President) 

noted: 

An Idea was passed through the Ideas page regarding the prayer 

rooms on Whitelands so wanted to highlight this as a possible 

agenda item for the next SUC meeting. 

 

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair)  

noted: 

 

The idea will be brought into the next SUC meeting. 

Dan 

O’Donoghue  

(RSU President) 

noted: 

Starting to organise the end of year officer party. Will send round 

dates ASAP. 

 

  

Greta Zaltieri  

(SUC Chair)  

noted: 

Members were thanked for their attendance and reminded that 

the next meeting of SUC will be held on Tuesday the 24th of March 

in Southlands QB 141. 

mailto:communications@roehampton.ac.uk
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SUC Chair closed the meeting. 
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ROEHAMPTON STUDENTS’ COUNCIL MEETINGS 

GUIDELINES 

 
1) The use of mobile phones or other devices is not allowed.  

Officers can use their laptops to view the agenda of the meeting and other 

documents relevant for the board, but we ask you to please disable your 

internet connection. 

 

 

2) Delayed arrivals or early take-offs have to be notified to the Chair. 

If you know you will have to leave the meeting early or will be running late, 

notify the Chair of the RSU Council with an e-mail to SUC@roehampton.ac.uk 

with at least 24 hours’ notice.  

 

 

3) Raise your hand before you talk. 

In order to avoid confusion or creation of smaller talking groups within the 

meeting, if you want to intervene please raise your hand and wait for the 

Chair’s cue to start to talk. We encourage you to write some points before 

you start, so you will be sure to cover everything you need to say in one 

speech.  

 

 

4) Invite your Action Committee to the meeting. 

We want to encourage students’ participation at RSU meetings, so spread the 

word with your friends and especially with your committee.  

Students attending the meeting will have to follow the rules of the room: 

►No mobile phones.  

►No unauthorised interventions. If you want to talk to an officer, please wait 

until the end of the meeting or write them an e-mail.   

►Always arrive and leave in silence – both sabbaticals and part-time officers 

are working, so please be respectful. If you want to stay just for a limited 

amount of time or to follow just one item of the agenda, this is fantastic, but 

please be aware that we require you to be smooth in your relocations.  

 

 

Thank you! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:SUC@roehampton.ac.uk
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Postgraduate Funding Proposal 

 
Name: Nicolò Sodaro 

Role: Postgraduate Students’ Officer 

Date of the SUC meeting during which you want the item to be 

addressed: 20/02/2020 

  

 

Item description: 

 

What is the issue/problem? 

Why do you want this item to 

be addressed? 

What evidence do you have 

to prove there is a need for a 

change? 

 

 
- Hoping to construct some help towards 

postgraduate funding for those who live on 

accommodation 

- It is one of my main manifesto points to come up 

with a solution for living cost as well balancing 

money to spend on food and accessories.  

- There is a 20% help from the university for alumni 

students for tuition fees, would it be possible to 

come up with a % of help for living cost? 

- The evidence is myself as a postgraduate student 

struggling with my income balance.  

 

Your general aim (a 

statement): 

 

What are you hoping will 

change by addressing this 

item? 

 

 

 

 

 

- The aim is to be able to assist current and future 

postgraduate students with their living costs as 

well as their food and travel costs. 

- Would be nice for the university to come up with 

a scheme that would help postgraduate students 

further as there’s not much support financially.  

  

Your objectives (bullet 

points): 

  

Make sure they are SMART 

– Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic, Time-

Bound 

  

 

 

 

 

- To come up with an action plan/scheme for the 

financial support of Roehampton students. 
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Free Cash Machine in Froebel Diner 

 
Name: Nicolò Sodaro 

Role: Postgraduate Students’ Officer 

Date of the SUC meeting during which you want the item to be 

addressed: 20/02/2020 

 

 

Item description: 

 

What is the issue/problem? 

Why do you want this item to 

be addressed? 

What evidence do you have 

to prove there is a need for a 

change? 

 

 
 

- Hoping to receive enough votes to bring back 

the free cash machine in the Froebel Diner.  

- Don’t understand why there is a charge of 99p 

when people can just go to Santander to get free 

money. I believe it’s unfair for students to have to 

pay to take out money where they already 

struggle with it. 

- Students complaining to me (bar staff) about 

having to pay. 

 

 

Your general aim (a 

statement): 

 

What are you hoping will 

change by addressing this 

item? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- The general aim is for the cash machine to return 

to being free. It is falsely promoted on the floor of 

the Union as a free cash machine. 

  

Your objectives (bullet 

points): 

  

Make sure they are SMART 

– Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic, Time-

Bound 

  

 

 

 

- It is aimed to bring back the free cash machine in 

Froebel diner, they are achievable goals which 

should be solved.  
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Mental Health Training 

 
Name: Stephanie Rosenje 

Role: Female Interfaith Officer 

Date of the SUC meeting during which you want the item to be 

addressed: 20/02/2020 

 
 

Item description: 

 

What is the issue/problem? 

Why do you want this item to 

be addressed? 

What evidence do you have 

to prove there is a need for a 

change? 

 

 

 

Mental health issues on campus. 

People I know experience a mental breakdown. 

It has occurred three times. 

There needs to be a change as the people that 

were called on scene had no clue on what to do 

 

Your general aim (a 

statement): 

 

What are you hoping will 

change by addressing this 

item? 

 

 

 

 

 

The mental health issues especially on campus 

should be addressed as these issues can have a lot 

of impact on those involved. 

The people who are called to scene should be 

properly trained as they are not usually of help 

when this like this occur. 

  

Your objectives (bullet 

points): 

  

Make sure they are SMART 

– Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic, Time-

Bound 

  

 

The college wardens and possibly security called on 

site should be trained on mental health as all the 

times they have been involved they haven’t been 

of help. 

There should be a follow up and check ups on 

student who experience such issue especially 

academically and mentally. 

The university counselling services and wellbeing 

team should be updated 
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Elior Engagement 
 

Name: Fabian Jasonson 

Role: Froebel Deputy President 

Date of the SUC meeting during which you want the item to be addressed: 

20/2/20 

 
 

Item description: 

 

What is the issue/problem? 

Why do you want this item to 

be addressed? 

What evidence do you have 

to prove there is a need for a 

change? 

 

 

 

The management level of Elior care very little about 

student engagement within the union bar and are 

actively seeking to decrease the amount of student 

involvement in regards to employment. If it wasn’t 

for great effort made by individual students, there 

would be little to no union-led events or community 

spirit within what is supposed to be a student hub to 

the university.  

 

Your general aim (a 

statement): 

 

What are you hoping will 

change by addressing this 

item? 

 

 

 

 

 

We would like to encourage Elior to focus more on 

student engagement and realise that with their 

current marketing strategy (or lack thereof), they 

are running the union into the ground. We want to 

see a revival of this community space, which Elior 

are currently neglecting. 

  

Your objectives (bullet 

points): 

  

Make sure they are SMART 

– Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic, Time-

Bound 

  

 

- An increase of engagement and willingness to 

change from Elior managerial staff. 

- A higher priority on student-focused change within 

the bar. 

- Implementation of a feedback system which the 

Elior management will use to listen to their local 

population. 

- Commitment to update the bar’s appearance.  
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Student Senate Budget 
 

Name: Daniel O’Donoghue  

Role: RSU President  

Date of the SUC meeting during which you want the item to be addressed: 

13/02/2020 

 

 

Item description: 

 

What is the issue/problem? 

Why do you want this item to 

be addressed? 

What evidence do you have 

to prove there is a need for a 

change? 

 

 

 

Student Senate 50k Budget Discussion.  

 

As an SUC we need to start thinking and 

Brainstorming ideas in which the annual 50k budget 

is spent next year.  

 

 

Your general aim (a 

statement): 

 

What are you hoping will 

change by addressing this 

item? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Start discussion with Members to how best to spend 

this budget and start asking members to gather 

feedback from their members.  

 

  

Your objectives (bullet 

points): 

  

Make sure they are SMART 

– Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic, Time-

Bound 
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 RSU President Budget 
 
Name: Daniel O’Donoghue  

Role: RSU President  

Date of the SUC meeting during which you want the item to be addressed: 

13/02/2020 

 

 

Item description: 

 

What is the issue/problem? 

Why do you want this item to 

be addressed? 

What evidence do you have 

to prove there is a need for a 

change? 

 

 

 

 

RSU President Budget 2019/20 currently stands at 

£3300. I would like to gather some idea and 

feedback as to how officers and members would 

like me to spend my budget before my time in 

office is up.  

 

 

Your general aim (a 

statement): 

 

What are you hoping will 

change by addressing this 

item? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gather Idea’s from SUC members as well as present 

some of my own ideas for discussion.  

  

Your objectives (bullet 

points): 

  

Make sure they are SMART 

– Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic, Time-

Bound 
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Dan O’Donoghue 

 
RSU President 

Students’ Union Council update on 28/01/2020 
 

Social Spaces 
Social spaces remains high on my agenda. As I am approaching my final four months as RSU 

president, I am intending to continue to work with you, and other students to highlight what 

changes need to be made to the social spaces around campus. With an emphasis on 

commuting students and non- alcoholic nights, I am looking to find ways of making the 

current venues more comfortable and current to the needs of the aforementioned.  

-The Introduction of a new HDMI projector means all officers can run fundraisers and events 

on a large screen in the Union, but also societies can make use of it too for various events, 

which they would not have been able to do otherwise.  

-BT Sport and Sky are now showing live sports and popular TV Shows in the union, something 

small but was requested by students.  

-Table football which again is rather trivial but is providing students with something more to 

do in that space between class as well as in the evening, something requested and being 

made good use of by students so far.  

-The RSU donated an XBOX to the union, which people can now play when requested. All 

types of game titles provided.  

-BINGO & KAREOKE are incredibly popular, credit to (POSTGRADUATE STUDENT OFFICER) 

-I am continuing to look at the feedback I am gathering from Students’ to see what more we 

can do to facilitate positive changes to spaces across campus to better fit the needs of the 

students.  

 

Sport Roehampton & RSU  
Sport Roehampton will be moving three full time staff to the Students’ Union on the 

13/02/2020.  

They will be using the old sabbatical space as offices for six weeks, we hope that this will see 

larger footfall into the RSU building as we share the service offering. In this time, I hope to 

display Sport Roehampton Merchandise in the reception and work with Sport Roe to help 

showcase more of their offering whilst at the SU. Lastly, I will be collecting feedback from 

students to gather an understanding on the thoughts of the temporary move. 

 

RSU Accountability 
The Students’ Union has now hired its new Chief Executive Officer and I am delighted to 

announce that Mark Gillespie was successful and has been appointed to the position. Mark 

brings a working knowledge of Roehampton and was the Students’ Union Interim Chief 

executive officer prior to his appointment. Mark has also held the position of Deputy Chief 

Executive Officer at the University of East London, and student engagement manager at 

Regents University. We are looking forward to working with Mark and to learn more from his 

knowledge and understanding of Roehampton and his wider context of the HE sector. 

Mark’s appointment brings with it a unique opportunity, especially now that the Students’ 

Union is coming to the end of its four year strategic plan. I am delighted to be able to work 

alongside Mark at this exiting time, and will look back with eager anticipation on the 

amazing things he will go on to achieve in his role. 

We have also Hired Grace Ward whom is now the RSU’s Full time content creator who started 

with us on the 03/02/2020.  
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The students Union is now currently preparing for the annual elections for which planning is 

finalised, we hope to see many of your faces running again or for other positions.  

Mental Health 
“Breaking Taboos” has taken a bit of a setback as the dates clash with Nominations, Re-

FRESHERS and the Woman’s conference. I am eager to ensure I am doing this campaign at 

a time in which does not retract from other targeted work the officers and SU are doing. 

However, this campaign will still go ahead.   

 

BAME  
In term two, the University will be supporting me in the role out of the BAME student outreach 

project, which will work closely with the BAME ambassadors to go into local schools to deliver 

talks to young people.  

I am working with the Uni comms team as well as the schools department.  

 

Achievements list 
-Social Spaces looking much better.  

-Halloween event sell out.  

-Recruited and planned a CEO search plan. Wrote all recruitment processes and Job 

description, for the position.  

-Successfully hired a new External Trustee for the Students Union 

-Secured the Block Grant from the University which equated to (£670,000) 

-Pitched the idea to the VC at an expansion of the HIVE (Plans and budgets have been 

submitted) Talks between the University and the HIVE/SU are taking place. 

-Planned an International Welcome event for the 23/01/20. 

-Starting work to plan the new Strategic long-term plan for the Union 2020-2024. 

-Planned and executed a whole CEO search, interview day, selection and hire. 

-Delivered and lead on the NSS talks to 3rd year students when visiting their lectures.  

-Appointed new external financial auditors for the SU after tender process was successful.  

-Presented HIVE Expansion, Concept art and business case. Included it in University’s strategic 

plan which means there will be a expansion.  
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Stephanie Rosenje 

 
Female Interfaith Officer 

 

Students’ Union Council update on 20/02/2020  
 

I have had a meeting with the RSU and the male interfaith officer on having a Interfaith 

Week which would involve the chalpanciy team and the students exploring faith. 

 

 

 

Katie Nguyen 

 
Whitelands College President 

 

Students’ Union Council update on 20/02/2020 
 

Manifesto Objectives: 

Improve and promote facilities on Whitelands 

Implement the Equal Access Campaign - Roehampton University offering scholarships, 

bursaries, fee waivers and accommodation for asylum seeking/refugees students 

Provide a range of events catered to a range of Whitelands student 

 

Other activities I’ve been involved with: 

Whitelands hosted 6 commuters’ breakfast, three days for two weeks with positive 

responses 

Had a mentoring session with Levi to further develop plans for potential future Whitelands 

commuters’ breakfast 

Developing plans for May Day and History Week 
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Laoise Holohan 

 

Environmental and 

Sustainability 

Students’ Union Council update on 20/02 
 

Manifesto Objectives:  
Fairtrade Baking Competition going ahead from 24th-27th February, forms can be picked up 

from RSU, baked goods can be dropped off before 2PM any day, winner announced on the 

28th 

Amnesty Society Jumble Sale, to promote sustainable clothing habits, at Digby Square on 

February 27th from roughly 12PM onwards. We might even have a card machine. 

WEN workshop on the 26th February from 1PM in Howard 002, awaiting their external speaker 

forms before advertising 

In discussion with Sam about doing a "Go Green" Bop that will likely combine the theme of 

Sustainability with St. Patrick's Day. Not because I'm Irish. But that helps. 

Planned workshop for Farrah's conference, on sustainability and gender. 

Still trying to get "Climate Change Emergency" pushed to the Uni, but there seems to be a 

misunderstanding on the whole concept of "declaring an emergency".  

Sustainability Working Group at the RSU, trying to create a proposal on vetting volontourism 

based activism on campus, as suggested by Celia. 

Other activities I’ve been involved with:  
"Active Bystander Workshops" with the Bystander Team, Farrah and I are running two, one 

should be tomorrow if nothing changes between me writing this and the SUC meeting. 

"Let's Talk About Yes" campaign with Amnesty International HQ, discussing their plans for a 

consent-based campaign going forward, and appearing in their promotion for this 

campaign across Europe.  

Joined FRESH, the STUDENT MEDIA NETWORK, so will be hopefully publishing a few articles on 

sustainability and other stuff. 

Probably not running again in the role so if you know anyone who’d suit this role, you can 

send them my way.  
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Jacob Afedi 

 
Male Interfaith Officer 

 

Students’ Union Council update on 20/02/2020 

 
1. I had a second meeting with Dr Daniel Eshun debating how the discussing on knife crime 

should go and that l must speak to SU for a confirmed date and time, remember the venue is 

Whitelands. 

 

2. I met with Dr David Muir who is currently our public engagement officer, who is excited 

about the subject in question but will not be available on Saturday the 29th of February. 

 

3. Finally, l again met with few people informing them about upcoming breakfast meeting on 

knife crime 

 

 

 

 

Farrah Black  

Gender Equality Officer &  

NUS Delegate  

 

Students’ Union Council update on 13/02/2020  

 
Manifesto Objectives:  

-Became a shift leader for a Bystander Intervention Lead 

-Preparing active bystander workshops + I'm leading the one on Feb 21st with Laoise Holohan 

-Met with Lauren Ramsey (sports activator) to develop ideas for the Women's Conference on 

March 11th 

-Reached out to students who will be running mini workshops at the Women's Conference 

Other activities I’ve been involved with:  

-RoePauls Drag Society had a history themed event in celebration of LGBT+ history month 

and our 2 year anniversary of becoming a society 

-Rehearsing Legally Blonde with Roehampton Players 

-Am in Roehampton Players 'battle of the parodies' in Mean Girls  

-Written + am directing SSOAP drunk drama parody: Bee Movie 
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Fabian Jasonson 

 

Froebel Deputy President 

Students’ Union Council update on 02/2020 
 

Manifesto Objectives:  

Starting to plan the Student Minds charity event with Nicolo in order to raise money for 

students with mental health issues. This will involve several different societies either 

performing (such as UBM providing spoken word or Jazz society performing a live set) or 

providing other services (such as RAG supporting by running stalls)  

Other activities I’ve been involved with:  

-Receiving feedback on the state of Elior within Roehampton 

-Finalising the flat rep system and placing them in their block allocation 

-Working with Dre and our CLDO to solve issues within flats in Froebel  

 

 

 

Shez Khan 

 
Southland’s Deputy President 

Students’ Union Council update on 13/02/2020 

 

Manifesto Objectives:  

-Increase off-campus attendance rates at event 

-Host a fifa tournament which is on the 30th of January 2020 

-Work with business department  

-Continue the southlands pub quiz 

-Start a cricket team 

Other activities I’ve been involved with:  

-Attended introduction meeting with relevant university department 

-Southlands College breakfast 

-Flat rep meetings 

-Freshers/Refreshers fair 

-Freshers/Refreshers welcome drinks/dinner 

-Weekly Southland’s events 

file:///C:/Users/greta/Downloads/SUC%20Update%20Form%20SUC%20V.docx%23_Toc529366810
file:///C:/Users/greta/Downloads/SUC%20Update%20Form%20SUC%20V.docx%23_Toc529366816
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Sophie Harris 

 
Mature Students Officer 

Students’ Union Council update on 13/02/2020  
 

Manifesto Objectives:  

-Continuing to set up social events with a focus on an off-campus one.  

-Continuing working with Luke from student engagement on the mentoring system 

-Working with the students to gain feedback on areas they feel need addressing 

Other activities I’ve been involved with: 

-I helped Levi with the Mature Students Brunch 

-I am in the process of planning an off-campus event for Mature students to help aid 

commuting students and those from Whitelands to be included. Also to help get on-

campus students out of Uni and seeing London, which helps international students too.  

-Mental health training to help aid the wellbeing of students 

 

 

 


